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The matching in college admission is a typical example of applying algorithms in cyberspace to improve the efficiency of the corresponding process in physical space. This paper studies the real-time interactive mechanism (RIM) recently adopted in Inner Mongolia of China, where students can immediately observe the provisional admission results for their applications and are allowed to modify the application before the deadline. Since the universities accept the applications according to the ranking of the scores, RIM is believed to make the competition more transparent. However, students may coordinate to manipulate this mechanism. A high-score student can perform a last-minute change on the university applied, opening a slot for a student with a much lower score. With agent-based simulations, we find that a large portion of students will choose to perform coordinating manipulation, which erodes the welfare and fairness of society. To cope with this issue, we investigate the Multistage RIM (MS-RIM), where students with different ranges of scores are given different deadlines for application modification. We find that the multistage policy reduces the chance of manipulation. However, the incentive to conduct manipulation is increased by a higher success rate of manipulation. Hence, the overall social welfare and fairness are further diminished under MS-RIM with a small number of stages, but are improved if the stage number is large.

1. Introduction

With the development of information and communication technology, the college admission process in the physical space has been transferred to the online information system. Many algorithms, such as deferred acceptance mechanism [1, 2], parallel choice mechanism [3, 4], and real-time interactive mechanism [3, 5], have been designed to reengineer the information process efficiently. The results from the cyberspace are then used to improve the welfare and fairness in the college-student matching of the real world [3–6].

The sequential choice mechanism (SCM) has been used in college admission of China for decades [7]. In this mechanism, each student submits a shortlist of preferred universities. A university will admit students who have listed it as the first choice in the first place. If the university has available quotas after the first round of admission, it will then consider applicants who list it as their second choice and so on. This mechanism is similar to the immediate acceptance mechanism, or Boston mechanism [8, 9]. In an age of underdeveloped communication technology, this algorithm was widely used due to its simplicity. However, the sequential mechanism has severe limitations: it is not strategy-proof [2, 8] and vulnerable to manipulation [10, 11]. Students need to choose their first choice carefully. Because once a student is rejected by her first-choice university, she will likely be rejected by her second-choice, as the quota of the university may have already been used up. Therefore, students with more information could choose candidate universities more wisely than others. Empirical evidence also shows that a large portion of high-score students failed to be admitted to any colleges only due to inappropriate choices [7]. To fix this problem, a parallel choice mechanism (PCM) has been gradually adopted by most provinces in China since 2008. In this mechanism, students can select several
“parallel” universities within each choice band. The automated admission information system processes the applications of students from the highest score to the lowest score. Hence, a student will be admitted into the first university in his list which has an unfilled quota. Under this mechanism, all the choices of a high-score student will be considered “parallelly” before moving on to the next student, which greatly increases the chance to be admitted. Empirical evidence also shows that the implementation of the parallel choice algorithm greatly alleviates the problem of students with high test scores not being admitted to any college [4]. Experimental evidence shows that the performance of the parallel choice mechanism is better than the immediate acceptance mechanism [12]. The parallel choice mechanism resembles the deferred acceptance mechanism [2], which is first proposed by Gale and Shapley [1] and widely adopted in two-sided matching [13, 14]. Deferred acceptance mechanism is proved to have some nice properties such as strategy-proof, stability, and elimination of justified envy [2, 13, 14]. The deferred acceptance mechanism asks the students to submit a full preference list of all the colleges. However, in common practice, students are only allowed to submit a list containing a limited number (e.g., 6 in the parallel choice mechanism in some provinces of China) of colleges. Imposing a constrain on the length of the preference lists compels students to adopt a strategic behavior when choosing which ordered list to submit [15] and hinders stable matching [16]. Experimental evidence shows that the students’ incentives are drastically affected and more individuals manipulate their preferences under the constrained choice [17]. Chen and Kesten evaluated the sequential, parallel, and deferred acceptance mechanisms by the laboratory experiments. They found that, while the performance of the parallel choice mechanism is better than that of the sequential mechanism, it is worse than that of the deferred acceptance mechanism [12]. It implies that the advantages of the deferred acceptance mechanism are not fully exploited under the parallel choice mechanism due to the limited preference lists.

Inner Mongolia has adopted a novel mechanism called the real-time interactive mechanism (RIM) since 2008, which is expected to alleviate the problem caused by the limited length of the preference list in the parallel choice mechanism. In RIM, students can observe the tentative admission results online and modify their choices at any time before the deadline. This mechanism is similar to the iterative deferred acceptance mechanism [18], which is expected to improve both fairness and social welfare in that it is under perfect information [5]. There is experimental evidence showing that a higher proportion of stable outcomes and truth-telling rates are reached under the iterative deferred acceptance mechanism than the standard deferred acceptance mechanism [19, 20].

However, one type of manipulation is possible in the real-time interactive mechanism by the coordination of a high-score student and a low-score student [18]. Because students can modify their applications at any time before the deadline, the high-score student can “hold” a seat in a university and “release” it at the last minute so that the low-score student can take it. The utility of the low-score student is improved because she is admitted by a better university. The high-score student will also be admitted by her truly preferred university due to her score advantages. Hence, their total utility is improved (we assume that the coordinating students have other channels to transfer their utilities in real life and both of them only care about their average utility in our model). However, such coordinating manipulation may erode social welfare and fairness due to distorted outcomes. In practice, the issue of “seat-holding” manipulation has become critical. The authority is aware of it and claims that this behavior will be monitored and prohibited in the new college admission system 2020 [21].

By the approach of agent-based simulations [22, 23], we first study the rationale of the coordinating manipulation under the real-time dynamic mechanism and the impact of coordinating manipulation on social welfare and fairness. We then investigate whether the multistage policy of RIM can alleviate the coordinating manipulation problem. To identify the number of students who would like to take the coordinating manipulation, we use the value at the steady state where both manipulation and nonmanipulation students have no incentive to switch their strategies. We find that a considerable portion of students will take the coordinating manipulation, and both the welfare and fairness of the society are lower than the situation when there is no manipulation. Furthermore, we propose a variant of RIM with multiple stages (MS-RIM), where students with different scores have different deadlines to submit their applications, with higher score students earlier and lower score students later. Simulations show that the multistage policy has complex effects on matching results of RIM. The strategy can reduce the chance of coordinating because of the different deadlines to submit applications. However, it amplifies the students’ incentive to conduct coordinating manipulation due to the scarcity of manipulation opportunity and consequent higher reward. Moreover, it helps to avoid the congestion that all manipulation students transfer their seats almost simultaneously and increases the success rate of the manipulation. The combination of the three effects indicates that when the number of stages is small, social welfare and fairness are diminished by the increased successful manipulations. Only when the number of stages is sufficiently large, the successful manipulation number decreases and the social welfare and fairness are improved.

The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2 describes the background of this experiment. Section 3 introduces the agent-based model of the real-time dynamic mechanism of college admission. Section 4 presents and discusses the results and then comes to conclusions in Section 5.

2. Background

2.1. Real-Time Interactive Mechanism. The real-time interactive mechanism was firstly trialed in the college application and admission process of Inner Mongolia for a portion of the students in 2006 and 2007. It was then applied to all students since 2008, with a few modifications and improvements in the following years.
Before the application and admission process, the universities submit their enrolment plans and are assigned some quotas, and the students take the college entrance examination and obtain their scores, which is the main criteria of the admission. The number of students with different scores is publicly available, as well as the universities' enrolment plans and their lowest scores of admitted students in the previous years. The students are advised to well recognize the rank of their score among all students and choose some preferred and probably achievable universities.

When the admission process starts, every student needs to log in to the online admission system and choose a university to apply. On receiving a student's new application, the computerized system will insert this student to the ranking list of all students that apply to the same university according to their scores in the descending order. A student can see her position on the list and roughly know if she will be admitted immediately after submitting the application. The cut-off score, the minimum score of those students within the enrolment quotas of a school, will be updated in real-time and made public regularly.

At any time before the system closes, the students can check if they could be admitted and decides whether to make a new application. Students can modify their choices as many times as possible before the deadline.

When the system is closed, the students whose score is ranked within the quota of their applied university will be officially admitted. Otherwise, they will be rejected by this university and cannot be admitted by other universities too.

The advantage of the real-time interactive mechanism is information transparency. A student can observe whether he could be admitted by the applied university immediately after the application submission, and this enables students to apply the universities both preferred and achievable, which is impossible under other mechanisms.

2.2. Coordinating Manipulation of High- and Low-Score Students. The real-time interactive mechanism is not perfect. One shortcoming of this mechanism is that it is vulnerable to a type of manipulation by the coordination of a student with a high exam score and another student with a low exam score.

At the beginning of the admission procedure, the high-score student does not apply to his favorite university, but applies to the university that the low-score student prefers. This means that the high-score student "holds a seat" from a university for the low-score student. In the last few minutes before the deadline, the high-score student can "release this seat" so that the low-score student can apply for this university before other students notice this vacancy. After releasing a seat, the high-score student immediately applies to his truly preferred university. As a result, the high-score student can be accepted because of the advantage of his score, and the low-score student can be admitted by a better university due to a successful manipulation.

Although a successful manipulation can benefit the two manipulation students, this may make unfairness to other students and welfare loss to society. If there were no manipulation, another student with a score between the high-score and low-score student can be admitted by the university that admits the low-score student. Moreover, the high-score manipulation student switches to a university at the last minute before the deadline, and this usually pushes another student out of the enrolment quota of the applied university without the chance to apply to other universities due to the limited time.

2.3. Multistage Real-Time Interactive Mechanism. Since 2008, the admission process is carried out by multiple stages, which we called the multistage real-time interactive mechanism (MS-RIM). Students with different scores are given different deadlines to submit their applications, and the deadline for students with higher scores is earlier than those with lower scores. For example, students whose scores range from 600 to 629 need to submit their applications before 4 pm, and students whose scores range from 570 to 599 submit their applications before 5 pm, and so forth.

This multistage policy is introduced to tackle the network congestion problem because many students modify their applications just before the deadline. Especially, when a high-score student switches to a university, some low-score students who are ranked lower near the cut-off score will be afraid of being resisted by this university and switch to apply to other universities, and they will then push other students to switch universities too. The multistage policy provides students with different scores different deadlines, and this alleviates the number of switches and improves the problem of network congestion.

It is still unclear how the multistage policy influences coordinating manipulation. Because the deadline to submit applications varies for students with different scores, some of them will have no opportunity to conduct the coordinating manipulations. However, coordinating manipulations remains a big issue in practice despite the implementation of the multistage policy for many years.

We conduct simulations to confirm that, although the multistage policy can really reduce the occurrence of the coordinating manipulation, it increases the incentive of students to manipulate the mechanism.

3. Methods

We study the college application and admission process under real-time interactive mechanism by agent-based simulations, which provide an ideal tool to model complex adaptive systems by a bottom-up approach [22, 23]. By modeling the behaviors of the individual students, we can observe how the interactions self-interested individuals build up the macrolevel phenomena such as the welfare and fairness of the resultant matching. An agent-based simulation is also flexible to perform scenario analysis which is usually necessary for practical policy making. This approach has been adopted to study the college matching problem [24, 25].

The simulation model settings are initialized as follows:

1. A set of students $N = \{1, 2, \ldots, n\}$ whose exam scores are randomly generated from the uniform distribution from $score_{\text{min}}$ to $score_{\text{max}}$. 
(2) A set of universities is denoted by \( S = \{ s_1, s_2, \ldots, s_m \} \).

(3) The enrollment quotas of the universities are denoted by \( Q = \{ q_1, q_2, \ldots, q_m \} \), which means that the number of students that university \( i \) will admit is \( q_i \).

(4) The preferences of students over universities are denoted by \( P = \{ P_1, P_2, \ldots, P_n \} \), where \( P_i \) is a permutation of all universities, for example, \( P_i = s_1, s_2, s_3, \ldots, s_m \), which means that, for student \( i \), university \( s_1 \) is his first choice, university \( s_2 \) his second choice, university \( s_3 \) his third choice, and so forth. We assume there is a public ranking of universities, such as the Best Global Universities Ranking by U.S. News and World Report. The student preference \( P \) is randomly generated by disturbing the public ranking, which means that students may have different preferences over universities, but in general, top-ranked universities are preferred by more students than low-ranked ones.

(5) The preferences of universities over students are denoted by \( R = \{ R_1, R_2, \ldots, R_m \} \). In this model, all universities’ preferences over the students are completely based on their scores.

(6) The minimum score difference between the two manipulation students is \( \text{score} \_\text{diff} \). Since the high-score student will hold a seat for the low-score student in the coordinating manipulation, only the score difference between them is larger than \( \text{score} \_\text{diff} \), and then they can take the manipulation strategy.

(7) The proportion of students who attempt to find partners to conduct coordinating manipulation is denoted by \( \rho \), which is called the manipulation-seeking ratio. In the simulation, a proportion \( \rho \) of the students are randomly selected as manipulation-seeking students. Each manipulation-seeking student has one chance to find a partner. For a manipulation-seeking student who has no partner (student A, for example), he will ask another student (say student B) which is randomly chosen from all other students. If B is also a manipulation-seeking student and has no partner, and their score difference is larger than \( \text{score} \_\text{diff} \), they will become partners and are ready to conduct the coordinating manipulation, and student B will not search for other partners anymore; otherwise, student A cannot conduct manipulation although he is willing to do so. Those who find partners to conduct coordinating manipulation are called manipulation students.

(8) The number of rounds in one simulation is \( T \). The simulation runs in discrete steps, and every student has one chance to update his application at each round.

(9) The round when the high-score manipulation students release the seat that they hold for the low-score manipulation students is \( t_{\text{seat-transfer}} \). We simulate with different \( t_{\text{seat-transfer}} \) and the students will adapt to choose the optimal \( t_{\text{seat-transfer}}^* \) to maximize their utilities.

(10) To simulate the situation that some students may fail to submit their applications due to the operation failure (such as network congestion, slow system response, and operation error), each student has a probability \( \lambda_t \) that his submission is unsuccessful. The failure probability varies with the round number \( t \) and the closer the round number is to the deadline, the larger \( \lambda_t \) will be.

The simulation procedure is described as follows. The admission process runs for \( T \) rounds. In each round, every student has one chance to submit his application. The order of students to submit applications is rearranged randomly for each round. Before submitting applications, every student can inquire the information about university’s quotas and cut-off scores of universities. The nonmanipulation students will report their true preferences, that is, they will apply to their most preferred university among all feasible universities whose quota is not filled or the applicant’s score is higher than the last one in the university’s application list. For manipulation students, the high-score manipulation student will apply for the most preferred feasible university of low score, and the low-score manipulation student will apply according to his true preferences before the seat-transfer time \( t_{\text{seat-transfer}} \). At round \( t_{\text{seat-transfer}} \) the high-score student releases the seat of the university that the low-score student preferred and then applies for his truly preferred feasible school, and at the same time the low-score student applies for this “released seat” immediately. All the operations of the students are vulnerable to failure with probability \( \lambda_t \). The ranking of students in the university’s application list is updated in the descending order as soon as a new application is submitted. After all students have submitted their applications, each student can observe the temporary matching result and know if their ranking is within the quota of the universities. Then, a new round starts and all students can modify their applications in the new round.

The admission process ends after \( T \) rounds of simulation, and the students whose scores are within the quotas of the applied universities are officially admitted. Then, the utilities of students and universities can be calculated according to the admission results and their preferences.

A student’s utility is determined by the position of the university that admitted him in his preference. For example, when there are \( m \) schools, the utility of a student is \( u = m \cdot \frac{1}{m} = 1 \) if he is admitted by his first-choice university and is \( (m - 1)/m \) if admitted by the second-choice university and so forth, and if he is admitted by the last preferred university, his utility is \( 1/m \). Certainly, the utility of unmatched students is zero.

The utility of universities can be calculated in the same manner. When there are \( n \) students, a university’s utility from admitting the student with the highest score is \( u = \frac{n}{n} = 1 \) and is \( (n - 1)/n \) from admitting the second-highest score student and so forth. Since each university may accept more
than one, the total utility of a university is the sum of the utilities from all admitted students. If a university failed to enrol enough students, the utility from the vacant seat is 0. Then, the utility of a university can be adjusted by dividing the total utility with its quota q.

The parameter settings of our simulations are n = 450, m = 30, q = 15, score_min = 550, score_max = 700, score_diff = 20, ρ ranges from 0 to 1, T = 100, t_{seat-transfer} ranges from 1 to T, and λc = t/1000, and t = 1 to 100. Although, we set the max round number of one simulation as 100, the system stabilizes at about the 35th round.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Coordinating Manipulations at Steady State. Although every student can choose to coordinate with other students to manipulate the mechanism, it does not imply that all of them are willing to do so. As rational agents, they will make their choices according to the expected utility from different strategies. If the expected utility from manipulation is larger than that from nonmanipulation, more students will choose manipulation, otherwise, more students will adapt to nonmanipulation. Then, a steady state where the manipulation students and nonmanipulation students obtain the same utilities characterized the outcome of the manipulation game. At the steady state, the percentage of the manipulation and nonmanipulation students will not change despite that the self-interested students are free to make their choices.

There are a proportion ρ of the students (about ρn) who are willing to find partners to conduct manipulation, and about (1 − ρ)n students truthfully submit their applications. Among manipulation-seeking students, some of them can successfully find their partners, while others cannot. This is simulated by randomly matching them in pairs, and if the difference between the score of two partners is larger than score_diff, they can really conduct the coordinating manipulation. So, only the students who are willing to conduct manipulation as well as have successfully found the partners are called manipulation students. The students who do not really conduct manipulation are called nonmanipulation students, including those who are willing to manipulate but fail to find the partners.

To find the steady state, we simulate with different ρ that ranges from 0 to 1 and calculate the average utility of the manipulation students and nonmanipulation students, respectively, under different values of ρ. Some typical results are shown in Figure 1.

Since high-score and low-score students coordinate, we assume they can transfer utilities to each other by other channels in real life, and hence they can be regarded as a coalition and both of them make their decision according to their average utilities, as indicated by the red lines marked with circles.

One decision that the manipulation students need to make is when the high-score students will transfer the seat to the low-score students. If the seat-transfer happens too late, they will take the risk of application failure at the last minute due to network congestion or other issues. If they transfer too early, the low-score students may be pushed out of the list of their preferred university by other students who apply to this school in the following rounds. Hence, they will choose the optimal round to release the seats. In the simulation, we try all seat-transfer time and calculate the corresponding average utilities of the manipulation students; then, the seat-transfer time that provides the largest utility of manipulation students will be their optimal choice, for example, the 1st round before deadline when ρ = 0.01 in Figure 1(a) and the 10th when ρ = 0.1 and 11th when ρ = 0.3 in Figure 1(b) and 1(c). In Figures 1(e) and 1(f), the utilities of manipulation students are always lower than nonmanipulation students whenever they release the seats, so they will not choose to coordinate. In particular, we find that the utility difference between manipulation students and nonmanipulation students stabilizes at about the 15th round, so all figures shown in this paper display the results from the last round to 15th round.

Another decision of the students, on a higher level, is whether to conduct coordinating manipulation. This actually depends on how many students are doing so. When there are few students who attempt to coordinate, such as ρ = 0.01, 0.1, and 0.3 in Figures 1(a)–1(c), the utility of the manipulation students (at the optimal seat-transfer time) will be larger than that of nonmanipulation students; this is because the information provided in the tentative admission result is mostly real, and there are few switches of applied university of manipulation students before the deadline. Hence, the nonmanipulation students may learn to adopt the manipulation strategy for higher utility and the portion of the manipulation-seeking students (ρ) will increase.

However, if there are too many manipulation-seeking students, such as ρ = 0.7 and 0.9 in Figures 1(e) and 1(f), the utility of nonmanipulation students is slightly larger than manipulation students; this is because the information of the tentative admission result is not reliable and there are too many application switches before deadline. Hence, some manipulation students will choose not to take manipulation strategy even though they have the chance to do so, and the portion of manipulation-seeking students (ρ) will decrease.

As a result, the system will stabilize at a steady state where the utility of manipulation students is equal to that of the nonmanipulation students, at ρ = 0.5 in Figure 1(d), and no manipulation students want to switch to nonmanipulation students and vice versa. Figure 2 provides the relationship between manipulation-seeking ratio (ρ) and the utilities of different students with more values of ρ, and we can see the steady state at ρ∗ = 0.5, with the utility of manipulation students larger than that of nonmanipulation students when ρ < ρ∗ and smaller when ρ > ρ∗. Therefore, the consequence of the students’ rational choices is that about half of the students will try to find partners to conduct coordinating manipulation. Here comes Result 1.

Result 1. A considerable portion of students will conduct the coordinating manipulation under the real-time interactive mechanism.

Next, we will investigate how the manipulation impacts the social welfare and fairness of the matching by real-time
Figure 1: Continued.
interactive mechanism. Social welfare is measured by the utility per capita for all students and all universities. We calculate the average utility of all students and that of all universities for $\rho = 0$ (no manipulation) and $\rho = 0.5$ (the steady state with manipulation). We can see that the average utility of all students from 0.7199 (no manipulation) to 0.7187 (steady state with manipulation), as shown in Figure 3(a). To investigate how the manipulation and nonmanipulation students with different scores are affected by the coordinating manipulation, we calculate the average utility of the top-ranked (with scores higher than the mean score of all students) and low-ranked (with scores lower than the mean score) manipulation and nonmanipulation students, as shown in Figures 3(b) and 3(c). The reason that the utility of top-ranked nonmanipulation students becomes worse off is that the high-score manipulation students will resubmit their applications after releasing the seat for the low-score manipulation student, and they will push some of the high-score nonmanipulation students out of the admission list of the applied university, then cause them to have no time to resubmit applications. For low-ranked nonmanipulation students, in addition to the above reason, it is also because some of the seats are held by the manipulation students and

**Figure 1:** Utilities of manipulation and nonmanipulation students under different manipulation-seeking student ratio $\rho$. The $x$-axis represents the time when the high-score manipulation student transfers the seat to the low-score manipulation student, and it is the round number counted backward from the deadline. The $y$-axis represents the average utilities of students. The black line marked with diamonds is the average utility of the high-score manipulation students, the blue line marked with squares is for low-score manipulation students, the red line with circles is the average utility of all the manipulation students (both high- and low-score manipulation students), and the green line with triangle is for nonmanipulation students. The solid marks represent the optimal transfer time $t_{\text{seat-transfer}}$ of manipulation students. For each parameter setting, we run the simulation for 100 times and calculate the average utilities.

**Figure 2:** Relationship of manipulation-seeking ratio ($\rho$) and the utilities of different students. The utilities of students are calculated with the optimal seat-transfer time of manipulation students. The steady state ($\rho^*$) is marked with pentagram.
the cut-off score of the university is raised, so they can only choose their less preferred universities.

The average utility of all universities for \( \rho = 0 \) (no manipulation) is the same as that for \( \rho = 0.5 \) (the steady state with manipulation), as shown in Figure 3(d). This is because all universities have the same preferences over students (all prefer students with a higher score), and the total utility of all schools does not change under any college-student matching as long as the quotas of all universities are fulfilled. However, the utility distribution among the universities is different, with the utility of the top-ranked universities (No. 1–15 in the public ranking) damaged while that of the lower-ranked universities (No. 16–30) improved, as indicated in Figures 3(e) and 3(f). This is because the low-score manipulation students can be admitted by better ranked universities through successful coordinating manipulation, which causes the top-ranked universities to accept low-score students and their utilities are damaged. On the contrary, there must be increases in utilities of low-ranked universities.

The fairness of a college-student matching is measured as follows. For each student, he can observe the cut-off scores (the minimum score of all admitted students) of all universities that he preferred but do not admit him, and if his score is larger than any one of the cut-off scores, he will feel unfair; otherwise, he will feel fair. Hence, the fairness index is defined as the proportion of students who feel fair among all students. Figure 4 compares the fairness of the situations with and without manipulations. When there is no manipulation, the property of no justified envy of deferred acceptance mechanism assures that there is no unfairness [2], which is consistent with the simulation results that the fairness index equals 1. However, at the steady state with manipulation, the fairness index declines to 0.9456, which implies that about 5% of students feel unfair. Hence, we have Result 2 as follows.

**Result 2.** The social welfare and fairness of the matching are both damaged under real-time interactive mechanism due to the manipulation behaviors.

### 4.2. Manipulation under MS-RIM

In this section, we investigate the manipulation behavior under the multistage RIM. The admission procedure runs for \( K \) stages, and each stage runs for \( T \) rounds. After the end of stage 1, the students with scores ranging from \( \text{score}_{\text{min}} + (\text{score}_{\text{max}} - \text{score}_{\text{min}}) (K - 1)/K \) to \( \text{score}_{\text{max}} \) cannot submit their applications anymore. Similarly, students with scores ranging from \( \text{score}_{\text{min}} + (\text{score}_{\text{max}} - \text{score}_{\text{min}}) (K - 2)/K \) to

![Figure 3: Student welfare and university welfare under the state with no manipulation (\( \rho = 0 \)) and under the steady state with manipulation (\( \rho = 0.5 \)). The top-ranked and low-ranked students are those whose scores are ranging from 625 to 700 and 500 to 624. The top-ranked and low-ranked universities are No. 1–15 and No. 16–30 universities in the public ranking, respectively.](image-url)
For each stage of an MS-RIM, we need to find the steady state ($\rho^*$) where the proportion of manipulation-seeking students does not change. Similar to the previous section, we simulate with different values of $\rho$ ranging from 0 to 1 and choose the one that provides the same utility for both the manipulation and nonmanipulation students. Given the value of $\rho$, the utilities of students also depend on the seat-transfer time ($t_{\text{seat-transfer}}$) of manipulation students, that is, when the high-score students transfer seats to low-score students. As rational individuals, they will choose the optimal time that provides the maximum utility. Hence, for a given value of $\rho$, we simulate all seat-transfer time and choose the one that provides the highest utility for manipulation students, as indicated by the solid marks. We calculate the steady state stage by stage, and the manipulation-seeking ratio at the steady state may vary across stages.

For two-stage RIM, we firstly consider the decision of students in the 1st stage, whose scores are between 625 and 700. When few students attempt to coordinate ($\rho = 0.1$), the utility of the manipulation students (at the optimal seat-transfer time) will be larger than that of nonmanipulation students, as illustrated in Figure 5(a). It is expected that more students will adopt this strategy. When all students are willing to find partners to conduct coordinating manipulation ($\rho = 1$), the utility of manipulation students is still larger than nonmanipulation students, as in Figure 5(b). This implies that the steady state is $\rho^* = 1$ and all students are willing to conduct the coordinating manipulation eventually as the consequence of the rational choice of students. Given that the students in the 1st stage behave as the steady state indicates ($\rho^* = 1$ in this simulation), the steady state for the second stage (with students’ scores from 550–624) can be obtained similarly by simulating with different values of $\rho$. And it is found that the steady state is also $\rho^* = 1$ because the utility of manipulation students is always larger than that of the nonmanipulation students for all $\rho$ values, as illustrated by Figures 5(c) and 5(d).

For three-stage RIM, by the same method, we find that the steady state is $\rho^* = 1$ for all stages, implying that all students are willing to conduct coordinating manipulation due to the higher utility than nonmanipulation, as illustrated by the typical results in Figure 6. Two new observations should be noticed. The first is that the utility difference between the manipulation and nonmanipulation students at a steady state is larger in late stages than in the early stages. Certainly, the larger is the difference, the stronger incentive to conduct manipulation that the students will have, that is, the incentive to conduct manipulation is larger in the late stage than in the early stage. The second observation is that the optimal seat-transfer time ($t^*_{\text{seat-transfer}}$), when the high-score manipulation student releases the seat for the low-score student, in the 3rd stage of three-stage RIM is the last round before the deadline, that is, compared with manipulation in the early stage, the manipulation students in late stages transfer their seats at the time closer to the deadline. This is because the low-score manipulation students in this stage have the least scores (550–580), and they can only be accepted by the lower-ranked universities even if there was no manipulation. This implies that their “opportunity cost” is low, and they would like to take the risk to improve their utilities by transferring the seat at the last round.

To investigate the observations discussed above and how the multistage policy affects matching results of RIM, we also simulate the four-stage, five-stage, and six-stage RIM, and all the results are summarized in Table 1 (other parameters are the same as above).

Simulation results averaged for 100 runs. The ratio of students who are willing to conduct coordinating manipulation at the steady state is $\rho^*$; $t^*_{\text{seat-transfer}}$ is the optimal time for the manipulation students to transfer the seat from the high-score student to the low-score student; utility difference is the average utility of the manipulation students minus the average utility of the nonmanipulation students; the manipulation number is the number of students that find partners to conduct manipulation (that is, the scores’ difference of the two paired student is larger than the critical value $\text{score}_\text{diff}$); the successful manipulation number is the number of manipulation students who successfully transfer the seat from the high-score student to the low-score students and do not need to be pushed out by other students in the following rounds; student (university) welfare is the average utility of all students (universities); the fairness index is the ratio of students who do not feel unfair.

The steady states are $\rho^* = 1$ for each stage of all versions of RIM except the one-stage version (the third column of Table 1). This means that all of the students are trying to find partners to conduct coordinating manipulation and the utility from the manipulation is always larger than nonmanipulation under MS-RIM. Hence, we have the following result.

Result 3. Students have a stronger incentive to conduct coordinating manipulation under MS-RIM than one-stage RIM.

The explanation for the result is that the benefit of the manipulation is smaller when there are more students to conduct coordinating manipulation. This is because the information on the tentative admission result is not reliable when most students report false preferences. Meanwhile, the
seat-transferring of the coordinating students may affect each other, for example, when a high-score student releases the seat for his partner and chooses his preferred university, another student who just applied this university may be pushed out of the admission list and he will immediately resubmit a new university then continuously pushing the other one out of the admission list, that is, there are too many application switches before the deadline. Under the multistage policy, students in different stages cannot coordinate; hence, the number of the students who can conduct coordinating manipulation becomes smaller, and the scarcity of the manipulation makes it more beneficial and therefore, the students are more willing to take this behavior.

We can also see that the utility difference between manipulation and nonmanipulation students is generally larger for late stages than early stages in a certain version of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1st stage of two-stage RIM, $\rho = 0.1$</th>
<th>1st stage of two-stage RIM, $\rho = 1$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Student utility</td>
<td>Student utility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-score manipulation students</td>
<td>High-score manipulation students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-score manipulation students</td>
<td>Low-score manipulation students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manipulation students</td>
<td>Manipulation students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonmanipulation students</td>
<td>Nonmanipulation students</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2nd stage of two-stage RIM, $\rho = 0.1$</th>
<th>2nd stage of two-stage RIM, $\rho = 1$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Student utility</td>
<td>Student utility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-score manipulation students</td>
<td>High-score manipulation students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-score manipulation students</td>
<td>Low-score manipulation students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manipulation students</td>
<td>Manipulation students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonmanipulation students</td>
<td>Nonmanipulation students</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5: Utilities of manipulation and nonmanipulation students under different manipulation-seeking ratios $\rho$ under two-stage of RIM. The utility of manipulation students is always larger than that of nonmanipulation students for different values; hence, the steady state is that all students are willing to conduct coordinating manipulation.
MS-RIM. Take four-stage RIM, for instance, the utility differences are 0.0007, 0.0018, 0.0154, and 0.0887 for the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th stage. The reasons for this result are two-fold. First, when the students conduct coordinating manipulation at any stage, they have the probability that the application for new universities will be unsuccessful due to the network congestion or operation failure. Since the students in the early stages have higher scores, they can usually be admitted by good universities due to their score advantages and then obtain high utilities, that is, the extra utility from successful manipulation over nonmanipulation is roughly the same for all stages, but the utility loss from unsuccessful manipulation in the early stage is larger than that in the late stage, which makes the expected utility gain from manipulation (both successful and unsuccessful) over nonmanipulation is smaller than that in the late stage. Second, the manipulation students in the late stages usually transfer the seat in the rounds closer to the deadline of the submission, that is, the optimal seat-transfer time \( t^{*}_{\text{seat-transfer}} \) becomes smaller in late stages, as shown in the fourth
In the last round before the deadline, i.e., in the fourth stage of the four-stage RIM, transfer their seats column of Table 1. For example, the manipulation students reduce the opportunity for the students to coordinate, for example, in the two-stage RIM a student with a score 700 in the first stage cannot hold a seat for the student with a score 550 in the second stage because their deadlines to submit applications are different. This is called the manipulation opportunity reduction effect of the multistage policy. The multistage policy has an indirect effect that more students are willing to conduct coordinating manipulation, and the reason is that the utility from manipulation becomes higher when there are fewer students who can conduct manipulation, which lures more student to adopt the coordinating manipulation, for example, from \( \rho = 0.5 \), in one-stage RIM to \( \rho^* = 1 \) in all other versions of RIM. We call this effect the manipulation incentive amplification effect of the multistage policy. Combining these two effects, there are fewer and fewer students who will conduct coordinating manipulation as the stage numbers increases, as shown in the sixth column of Table 1 and illustrated in Figure 7(a). Furthermore, the multistage policy has another indirect effect, named manipulation success-rate improvement effect. In the one-stage RIM, all manipulation students transfer the seat from the high-score students to low-score students before the deadline and many manipulation students may be pushed out of the admission list of the applied university by other students and fail in the manipulation. However, under RIM with multistage, the number of manipulation students who simultaneously transfer their seats is smaller because of the different deadlines, and there are few switches of the applied university of manipulation students before the deadline, the probability of being pushed out will be smaller, so the success rate of manipulation becomes higher, as shown in the seventh column of Table 1 and illustrated in Figure 7(a).

Therefore, the successful manipulation number (the number

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Version of RIM</th>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>( \rho^* )</th>
<th>( r^*_{\text{seat-transfer}} )</th>
<th>Utility difference</th>
<th>Manipulation number</th>
<th>Successful manipulation number (rate)</th>
<th>Student welfare</th>
<th>University welfare</th>
<th>Fairness index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>One-stage RIM</td>
<td>Stage 1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>170.1</td>
<td>15.94 (0.09)</td>
<td>0.7187</td>
<td>0.5011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two-stage RIM</td>
<td>Stage 1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.0031</td>
<td>53.22</td>
<td>14.83 (0.28)</td>
<td>0.7184</td>
<td>0.5011</td>
<td>0.9282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three-stage RIM</td>
<td>Stage 2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.0037</td>
<td>54.62</td>
<td>11.18 (0.20)</td>
<td>0.7157</td>
<td>0.4988</td>
<td>0.793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four-stage RIM</td>
<td>Stage 3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0047</td>
<td>17.12</td>
<td>4.31 (0.25)</td>
<td>0.7157</td>
<td>0.4988</td>
<td>0.793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Five-stage RIM</td>
<td>Stage 4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.0036</td>
<td>7.42</td>
<td>2.76 (0.19)</td>
<td>0.7157</td>
<td>0.4988</td>
<td>0.793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Six-stage RIM</td>
<td>Stage 5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0007</td>
<td>6.48</td>
<td>2.61 (0.40)</td>
<td>0.7178</td>
<td>0.5004</td>
<td>0.8743</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stage 6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.0007</td>
<td>5.77</td>
<td>4.46 (0.77)</td>
<td>0.7157</td>
<td>0.4988</td>
<td>0.793</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Version of RIM</th>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>( \rho^* )</th>
<th>( r^*_{\text{seat-transfer}} )</th>
<th>Utility difference</th>
<th>Manipulation number</th>
<th>Successful manipulation number (rate)</th>
<th>Student welfare</th>
<th>University welfare</th>
<th>Fairness index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>One-stage RIM</td>
<td>Stage 1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>170.1</td>
<td>15.94 (0.09)</td>
<td>0.7187</td>
<td>0.5011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two-stage RIM</td>
<td>Stage 1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.0031</td>
<td>53.22</td>
<td>14.83 (0.28)</td>
<td>0.7184</td>
<td>0.5011</td>
<td>0.9282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three-stage RIM</td>
<td>Stage 2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.0037</td>
<td>54.62</td>
<td>11.18 (0.20)</td>
<td>0.7157</td>
<td>0.4988</td>
<td>0.793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four-stage RIM</td>
<td>Stage 3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0047</td>
<td>17.12</td>
<td>4.31 (0.25)</td>
<td>0.7157</td>
<td>0.4988</td>
<td>0.793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Five-stage RIM</td>
<td>Stage 4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.0036</td>
<td>7.42</td>
<td>2.76 (0.19)</td>
<td>0.7157</td>
<td>0.4988</td>
<td>0.793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Six-stage RIM</td>
<td>Stage 5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0007</td>
<td>6.48</td>
<td>2.61 (0.40)</td>
<td>0.7178</td>
<td>0.5004</td>
<td>0.8743</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Version of RIM</th>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>( \rho^* )</th>
<th>( r^*_{\text{seat-transfer}} )</th>
<th>Utility difference</th>
<th>Manipulation number</th>
<th>Successful manipulation number (rate)</th>
<th>Student welfare</th>
<th>University welfare</th>
<th>Fairness index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>One-stage RIM</td>
<td>Stage 1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>170.1</td>
<td>15.94 (0.09)</td>
<td>0.7187</td>
<td>0.5011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two-stage RIM</td>
<td>Stage 1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.0031</td>
<td>53.22</td>
<td>14.83 (0.28)</td>
<td>0.7184</td>
<td>0.5011</td>
<td>0.9282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three-stage RIM</td>
<td>Stage 2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.0037</td>
<td>54.62</td>
<td>11.18 (0.20)</td>
<td>0.7157</td>
<td>0.4988</td>
<td>0.793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four-stage RIM</td>
<td>Stage 3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0047</td>
<td>17.12</td>
<td>4.31 (0.25)</td>
<td>0.7157</td>
<td>0.4988</td>
<td>0.793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Five-stage RIM</td>
<td>Stage 4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.0036</td>
<td>7.42</td>
<td>2.76 (0.19)</td>
<td>0.7157</td>
<td>0.4988</td>
<td>0.793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Six-stage RIM</td>
<td>Stage 5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0007</td>
<td>6.48</td>
<td>2.61 (0.40)</td>
<td>0.7178</td>
<td>0.5004</td>
<td>0.8743</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Result 4. Under a certain version of MS-RIM, the students have a stronger manipulation incentive in late stages than early stages; the manipulation students in late stages transfer their seats at the time closer to the deadline.

In summary, the multistage policy has complex effects on matching results of RIM. The direct effect is that it can reduce the opportunity for the students to coordinate, for
of the students who conduct coordinating manipulation and successfully apply to the intended universities with no operation failure or being pushed out by other students) in two-stage, three-stage, and four-stage RIM are larger than one-stage RIM because the manipulation incentive amplification effect and manipulation success-rate improvement effect dominate the manipulation opportunity reduction effect when the stage number is small; the successful manipulation number drops down in five-stage and six-stage RIM because the manipulation opportunity reduction effect dominates.

The student welfare (the average utility of all students) decreases slightly under two-stage RIM than one-stage RIM, drops dramatically under three-stage RIM, recovers under four-stage RIM to about the level of one-stage RIM, and keeps increasing under five- and six-stage RIM, as shown in the eighth column of Table 1 and illustrated in Figure 7(b). This pattern is mainly determined by the number of

Figure 7: Simulation results under different versions of RIM.
successful manipulations under different versions of RIM, and the larger is the successful manipulation number, the smaller is the student welfare. The sudden decrease under three-stage RIM is also on account of the optimal seat-transfer time in the third stage is the last round before the deadline, many students (both manipulation and non-manipulation students) are pushed out of admission lists and are not matched to any university and obtain zero utility.

The university welfare changes in the similar pattern of the student welfare as the state number of MS-RIM varies, as shown in the ninth column of Table 1 and illustrated in Figure 7(c). Because all universities have the identical preference to students according to their scores, the average university utility does not change no matter how the students and universities are matched as long as the quotas of all universities are fulfilled, and hence the university welfare is the same for one-stage and two-stage RIM because manipulation students transfer their seats very early and almost no student is pushed out at the last minute before the deadline under these two mechanisms. Under the three-stage RIM, however, all manipulation students in the third stage transfer their seats in the last round before the deadline, and many students are pushed out of admission lists of their applied universities and have no chance to resubmit their applications; hence, some universities cannot fulfill their enrolment quota and then obtain smaller utilities. The university welfare reduction under the four-, five-, and six-stage RIM is also due to the unfulfilled quota of universities, but the welfare reduction becomes smaller as the stage number increases thanks to the decline of the successful manipulation number.

The fairness index changes in a similar pattern, as shown in the ninth column of Table 1 and illustrated in Figure 7(d). More students feel unfair under the two-, three-, and four-stage RIM than under one-stage RIM, and fewer students are feeling unfair under five- and six-stage RIM. It can be expected that if there are enough many stages in an MS-RIM, the maximal score difference of the students in one stage will be smaller than the critical value for coordinating manipulation (\(\text{score}_{\text{DIFF}}\)) and there will be no coordinating manipulation anymore, and the social welfare and fairness reaches the maximum (equal to the value of the state with no manipulation (\(\rho = 0\)) in Figure 3). The results of the manipulation number, social welfare, and fairness are summarized as follows.

Result 5. Under MS-RIM with a small stage number, more students successfully conduct coordinating manipulation than one-stage RIM, and the social welfare and fairness are diminished; under MS-RIM with a large stage number, there are fewer successful manipulation students than one-stage RIM, and the social welfare and fairness are improved.

5. Conclusions

Matching plays an important role in several processes in our social system, such as dating, marriage, hiring, recommending, and more [26–30]. Here, we investigate another instance of matching: the college application and admission. The development of information and communication technology makes it possible for the college admission process to be automated online. The innovation of the matching algorithms in cyberspace can dramatically improve the efficiency of the corresponding process in physical space.

This paper studies the manipulation behaviors in the real-time interactive mechanism (RIM) recently adopted in Inner Mongolia of China and several other places globally. This mechanism has many advantages, such as transparency and real-time feedback. However, it is vulnerable to manipulation by the coordination of students. A high-score student can perform a last-minute switch on the university applied, opening a slot for a student with a much lower score. And this erodes the social welfare and fairness of the admission system.

Using the approach of agent-based modeling, we study the manipulation behavior in the real-time interactive mechanism. It is found that the benefit from manipulation is positive when there are few manipulation students but negative when manipulation occurs too frequently. Hence, a stable state where manipulation and nonmanipulation students have equal utility characterizes the outcome of the students’ strategic choices. Simulations show that a large portion of students will choose to perform manipulation at the steady state and social welfare and fairness are damaged.

To cope with this issue, we investigate the multistage RIM (MS-RIM), where students with different ranges of scores are given different deadlines for application modification. By intensive simulations, we identify three effects of the multistage policy. It can reduce the chance of students to coordinate due to the different deadlines to submit applications. Nevertheless, it amplifies the students’ incentive to conduct coordinating manipulation due to the scarcity of manipulation opportunity and consequent higher reward. Moreover, it helps to avoid the congestion that all manipulation students transfer their seats almost simultaneously and increases the success rate of the manipulation.

Due to the combined effects of multistage policy, more students conduct coordinating manipulation successfully under MS-RIM with a small number of stages, and the social welfare and fairness are diminished; while under MS-RIM with a larger number of stages, the successful manipulation number decreases and the social welfare and fairness are improved. However, a large number of stages imply that the mechanism needs to be executed for a very long time that may bring inconvenience. As an implication, some other policies are needed to really combat the coordinating manipulation in the real-time interactive mechanism, such as limiting the times that a student can resubmit his application unless he is pushed out of the admission list of the applied university.
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